Tailored quantum simulation
with analog control
optimization

Device model, parameters, and control ansatz
Modeling the two-transmon subsystem, we
decompose the coupling pulse into a sum of
Gaussian functions with variable amplitude, mean,
and standard deviation:
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Device image and parameters obtained from Sung et al 2.

Quantum simulation in circuit-QED architectures

Numerical results

Circuit-QED (cQED) devices composed of tunably-coupled transmons are a leading paradigm
for analog quantum simulation due to a device Hamiltonian, isomorphic to the well-known
Bose-Hubbard (BH) model, describing a system of interacting Bosons on a discrete lattice
with potential energies (U) and hopping energies (J):

We perform an ensemble of optimizations, starting
from ten initial conditions for every pair of trotter
order and total control time.

Analog simulation

We observe a general decrease in inﬁdelity with
increasing trotter order regardless of control time.
We ﬁnd a variety of highly optimal pulses that have
similar topological properties but vary in their
geometric properties and spectral characteristics.

However, extensions of the BH model are not native to the hardware, limiting the range of
physics accessible to these devices. We show that optimal quantum control permits
quantum simulation beyond the native hardware Hamiltonian. We demonstrate this
approach by producing optimal controls emulating dynamics generated by the extended BH
Hamiltonian:

Trotterized unitary evolution
Determining exact device controls that implement the desired unitary evolution under
HEBH is impractical. Thus we use a standard technique from digital quantum simulation
known as Trotterization, to decompose the global evolution operator into a sequence of
local ones that can be generated by combing optimal control and analog evolution:

Conclusions

Quantum optimal control of unitary evolution

We present a new framework to implement quantum simulation using quantum optimal control to implement
trotter-step unitary operators for relevant applications. We demonstrate this framework by ﬁnding optimal controls
for a realistic two transmon system that implements a trotter-step unitary for the extended Bose-Hubbard model.
We explore the dependence of the inﬁdelity on the control time and trotter decomposition order and display a
family of optimal controls that should enable realization on near-term hardware.

Parameterizing the time-dependent coupling and iteratively solving the Schrodinger
equation, permits an optimization using the GOAT 1 protocol to determine the timedependent coupling control that generates the desired unitary evolution with lowest
inﬁdelity.

Future Work
- Expand simulations to include additional transmons and control channel limitations.
- Explore other applications and device architectures to demonstrate practical advantage.
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